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ABSTRACT

Torsional Alfvén waves involve the interaction of zonal fluid flow and the ambient magnetic field in the core. Consequently, they perturb the background magnetic field and induce a secondary magnetic field. Using a steady background magnetic field from observationally constrained field models and azimuthal velocities from torsional wave forward models, we solve an induction equation for the wave-induced secular variation (SV). We construct time series and maps of wave-induced SV and investigate how previously identified propagation characteristics manifest in the magnetic signals, and whether our modelled travelling torsional waves are capable of producing signals that resemble jerks in terms of amplitude and timescale. Fast torsional waves with amplitudes and timescales consistent with a recent study of the 6 yr δLOD signal induce very rapid, small (maximum \( \sim 2 \) nT/yr at Earth’s surface) SV signals that would likely be difficult to resolve in observations of Earth’s SV. Slow torsional waves with amplitudes and timescales consistent with other studies produce larger SV signals that reach amplitudes of \( \sim 20 \) nT/yr at Earth’s surface. We applied a two-part linear regression jerk detection method to the SV induced by slow torsional waves, using the same parameters as used on real SV, which identified several synthetic jerk events. As the local magnetic field morphology dictates which regions are sensitive to zonal core flow, and not all regions are sensitive at the same time, the modelled waves generally produce synthetic jerk events that are observed on regional scales and occur in a single SV component. However, high wave amplitudes during reflection from the stress-free CMB induce large-scale SV signals in all components, which results in a global contemporaneous jerk event such as that observed in 1969. In general, the identified events are periodic due to waves passing beneath locations at fixed intervals and the SV signals are smoothly varying. These smooth signals are more consistent with the geomagnetic jerks envisaged by Demetrescu and Dobrica than the sharp ‘V’ shapes that are typically associated with geomagnetic jerks.
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1. Introduction

Satellite and ground-based observations show that temporal fluctuations in the geomagnetic field occur on a wide range of time scales, from daily interactions with the ionosphere to the millions of years between polarity reversals. Most changes at approximately annual to centennial timescales, called secular variation (SV), is associated with the geodynamo, the process that generates a large-scale self-sustaining magnetic field from fluid motion inside Earth’s outer core (Larmor, 1919; Elsasser, 1946). However, progress in understanding the dynamics of Earth’s core, and the associated signals in the geomagnetic field, is hindered by the fact that the core is too remote to be probed directly and that numerical dynamo simulations are unable to reach the relevant parameter regime due to computational limitations (Davies et al., 2011; King and Buffett, 2013). The most rapid observed feature of the core-generated magnetic field are geomagnetic jerks. These are abrupt jumps in the second time-derivative (secular acceleration, SA) of Earth’s magnetic field, which correspond to sharp changes in the trend of the first time-derivative of the magnetic field (SV) (Courtillot et al., 1978; Mandaeta et al., 2010). Jerks separate periods of almost steady SA so that the SV appears as a series of straight-line segments separated by the jerk itself, see Fig. 1 for several examples of jerks in the East (Y) component of SV at four European observatories. Several jerks are known to have occurred in the twentieth and twenty first centuries, including those in 1969 (Courtillot et al., 1978; Malin et al., 1983; Whaler, 1987), 1978 (Gubbins and Tomlinson, 1986; Davis and Whaler, 1997), 1991 (Macmillan, 1996), 1999 (Mandaeta et al., 2000) and 2003 (Olsen et al., 2003).
and Mandea, 2007). According to Alexandrescu et al. (1996), who used wavelet analysis to detect and characterise worldwide jerk occurrences, some are observed globally and others only regionally.

Despite many attempts, the physical origin of geomagnetic jerks is yet to be established, see Mandea et al. (2010) for a thorough review of this topic. Malin and Hodder (1982) used spherical harmonic analysis to establish that jerks are of internal origin, but none of the subsequently proposed generating mechanisms has proved completely successful. The previous interpretations of jerks include core flows (e.g., Le Huy et al. (1998), Wardinski et al. (2008), and Silva and Hulot (2012)), torsional oscillations (Bloxham et al., 2002) and instability of an Ekman–Hartman boundary layer at the CMB (Desjardins et al., 2001). Of particular interest to this work are those interpretations that rely upon zonal core flows and/or torsional Alfvén waves, a type of magnetohydrodynamic wave that is predicted to exist in Earth’s core on decadal timescales (Braginsky, 1970, 1984), identified in dynamo models (Wicht and Christensen, 2010; Teed et al., 2013, 2015), and inferred from various geophysical datasets (e.g., Hide et al., 2000; Matsumoto and Bloxham, 1997, 1999; Buffet et al., 2009; Gillet et al., 2010).

Several authors (Waddington et al., 1995; Bloxham et al., 2002; Olsen and Mandea, 2008) have shown that no steady flow can produce jerk-like features, nor can a steady flow in a drifting frame (Holme and Whaler, 2001). This implies that a steady flow of the magnitude typically assumed for core flow, $10^{-4}$ m/s, is not able to produce the strong SA associated with jerks and that flow acceleration is likely an important contribution to jerks (Waddington et al., 1995). Bloxham et al. (2002) relaxed the steady flow constraint and showed that some jerks can be explained by the combination of a steady flow and a simple time-varying, axisymmetric, equatorially symmetric, toroidal zonal flow. Such flows are consistent with torsional oscillations (torsional wave normal modes) and give an excellent fit to many jerk features, particularly in Europe, though the predicted SV was notably smoother than the observations. The authors also noted that the SV generated by simple core flows depends on the local morphology of the ambient magnetic field. This is a crucial point because it means that large-scale core flow can produce localised signals at magnetic observatories and thus there is no need to invoke a small-scale core flow to explain those jerk events that are observed on a regional scale. However, whilst the simple zonal flows consistent with torsional waves are likely an important contribution, a radial component to flow is required to explain jerks (Lesur et al., 2015). Less restrictive flows, such as toroidal or tangentially geostrophic flows, are needed to reproduce all of the observed features of SV (e.g., Wardinski et al., 2008; Silva and Hulot, 2012). Toroidal flows have no radial (poloidal) component and are consistent with a stratified layer at the top of the outer core, which was proposed by, among others, Whaler (1980) and Braginsky (1999). More recently, various authors (e.g., Heldrich and Kaneshima (2013), Gubbins and Davies (2013), and Buffett (2014)) have advocated a stratified layer in the outer core using seismological evidence, geomagnetic observations, and material properties of liquid iron at high temperature and pressure. Tangentially geostrophic flows neglect the Lorentz term in the force balance at the top of the core, implying a zeroth order balance between the horizontal components of the pressure gradient and the Coriolis force (Le Mouël, 1984). This flow is also consistent with a stratified layer beneath the CMB (Jault and Le Mouël, 1991), though this constraint is less restrictive than the purely toroidal case because it allows a poloidal component. An intermediary flow that is more general than pure torsional oscillations but more restrictive than tangential geostrophy is also able to explain observed SV, including geomagnetic jerks. These are called quasi-geostrophic flows (Gillet et al., 2009) and are almost invariant along the rotation axis. See Holme (2015) for a recent review of fluid motions in the outer core and previous core flow modelling attempts.

The aim of this paper is to use the forward models of Cox et al. (2014, hereafter CLM) to establish the nature of torsional wave-induced SV at the core–mantle-boundary and at the Earth’s surface. Of particular interest to this work are the effects of the background magnetic field morphology on sensitivity to zonal core flows, and the influence of wave propagation speeds and amplitude scalings on the characteristics of the modelled SV. The wave propagation velocity is determined by the strength of the ambient mag-
netic field inside the core, a value that was recently revised upwards on the basis of torsional waves inferred from observations (Gillet et al., 2010) and remains the subject of some debate. The modelled wave amplitudes must be scaled because the torsional wave equation has no intrinsic scale. Based on previously observationally-constrained studies of torsional waves (or torsional normal modes), we consider two different scalings for our modelled waves: first, ‘fast’, low amplitude waves and second, ‘slow’, high amplitude waves. The ‘fast’ waves were scaled for consistency with recent studies on torsional waves by Gillet et al. (2010) and Gillet et al. (2015), having a 6 yr core transit time, implying a strong internal magnetic field, and a relatively low maximum amplitude of approximately ±0.4 km/yr. The ‘slow’ waves were chosen for consistency with various other studies, having a 60 yr core transit time and maximum amplitudes of approximately ±4 km/yr. The first study of torsional oscillations in Earth’s core by Braginsky (1970) theoretically predicted torsional oscillations with a period of approximately 60 years. The same period was recently advocated by Roberts et al. (2007), based on empirical mode decomposition of ALOD and SV data. Zatman and Bloxham (1997) identified two torsional modes with periods of 76 and 53 years, respectively, based on observational data, giving an average period of 60–65 years. A subsequent study by Hide et al. (2000) identified a robust 65 year torsional oscillation period using core angular momentum estimates obtained as follows: the observationally-constrained geomagnetic field model of Jackson et al. (1993), gufm1, was used to reconstruct the SV at the core–mantle-boundary, which was then inverted for the flow at the top of the core. Assuming the axisymmetric zonal flows were associated with torsional waves, the flow field inside the core was also inferred, and the angular momentum of the flow field was calculated and compared to observations of LOD. The theoretical study of Mound and Buffett (2005) used Green’s functions to show how torsional oscillations might be excited in the core, and a subsequent study by the same authors identified several periods associated with torsional oscillations (Mound and Buffett, 2007). Their first four modes had approximate periods of 80, 46, 32 and 24 years respectively. Dickey and de Viron (2009) reviewed the leading modes of torsional oscillations found in previous studies, from both observational and theoretical methods, and also isolated some additional modes using the core angular momentum estimates of Hide et al. (2000). Their first two modes were in agreement with the previous results of Zatman and Bloxham (1997) and Mound and Buffett, 2007. Note that Buffett (2014) has attributed the 60 yr core signal to another type of waves, called Magneto-Archipedesa–Coriolis (MAC) waves, that may propagate in a stably stratified layer at the top of the outer core. However, there is a substantial body of work linking the 60 yr signal with torsional waves and for the purposes of this study, that is what we will assume here. Having produced synthetic SV signals for both ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ torsional waves, we apply the jerk detection method developed by Brown et al. (2013) and examine the proposed link between torsional waves and jerks.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the torsional wave forward models (the reader is referred to CLM for a detailed discussion of this subject); the method used to calculate wave-induced SV and the resulting synthetic signals are presented in Section 3; the paper closes with ‘discussion and conclusions’ in Section 4.

2. Method

In CLM, we presented the results of 1-D forward models of travelling torsional waves and discussed their propagation in Earth’s core. These models were produced by solving the canonical torsional wave equation, which is defined in cylindrical coordinates \( (s, \phi, z) \) as

\[
\frac{\partial^2 u_s}{\partial t^2} - \frac{1}{s^2 \rho_0 \rho_z \sqrt{s}} \frac{\partial}{\partial s} \left( s^2 z_T \left( B_T^2 \right) \frac{\partial (u_s)}{\partial s} \right),
\]

where \( u_s \) is the azimuthal velocity, \( \rho_0 \) is the permeability of free space, \( \rho_z \) is the reference density (taken as 9900 kg/m³), \( z_T \) is the half height of the geostrophic cylinder (a function of \( s \) in a spherical core), and \( B_T^2 \) is the square of the \( s \)-component of the magnetic field averaged over a geostrophic cylinder surface (Braginsky, 1970; Jault and Léglé, 2005; Roberts and Aurnou, 2011). The equation was solved using a third-order Adams–Bashforth finite difference scheme on a staggered grid and the time evolution started from a Gaussian-like profile given by

\[
u_o = A s^2 (s - c)^3 e^{-(1-s^2)/2},
\]

where \( c \) is the radius of the outer core (3480 km), \( A \) is the amplitude, chosen for consistency with various previous works (e.g., Braginsky, 1970; Zatman and Bloxham, 1997, 1999; Hide et al., 2000; Roberts et al., 2007; Dickey and de Viron, 2009; Gillet et al., 2010), and \( \sigma \) determines the width of the pulse. This initial profile is a smooth bell-shaped curve that is centred about \( c/2 \), the midpoint of the core. A stress-free condition was imposed at the equator of the core–mantle-boundary (CMB), following Canet et al. (2009), and the regularity condition \( u_s = 0 \) is obeyed at Earth’s rotation axis (see Lewis and Bellan (1990) and CLM for further details).

The Adams–Bashforth finite difference code was benchmarked against known analytic solutions for torsional waves in a cylinder (constant \( z_T \), Mound and Buffett (2007)). Note that the above equation is valid for an incompressible fluid and does not include viscosity or dissipation terms that take into account coupling between the core and the mantle or between the inner core and the outer core.

Under the frozen-flux approximation, fluid in the outer core is assumed to be perfectly conducting and magnetic field lines are tied into the fluid. Since the mantle is presumed to be an electrical insulator, there is a jump in electrical conductivity across the CMB which means that only the radial component of the magnetic field is guaranteed to be continuous across this boundary (e.g., Whaler and Holme, 2007). Here we assume that fluid motions interact with the radial magnetic field through the radial component of the diffusionless version of the induction equation. The frozen-flux form of the induction equation at the CMB is

\[
\frac{\partial B_r}{\partial t} = -V_H \cdot (u \mathbf{B}_r),
\]

e.g., Roberts and Scott (1965) and Backus (1968), where \( V_H \) is the horizontal divergence operator. For an arbitrary vector, \( \mathbf{A} \), defined in spherical coordinates \( (r, \theta, \phi) \), \( \nabla \cdot A = \frac{1}{r \sin \theta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} (r \sin \theta \frac{\partial A}{\partial \theta}) + \frac{1}{r \sin \theta} \frac{\partial A}{\partial \phi} \).

The total magnetic field is the sum of the steady background field \( \mathbf{B} \) and a small perturbation \( \mathbf{b} \). In the following discussion, we assume that this perturbation to the magnetic field is caused by flow associated with torsional waves, \( u_s \). Therefore, the equation to be solved is a linearisation of (3) when \( \mathbf{u} \) and \( \mathbf{b} \) are small:

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{b}_r}{\partial t} = -\frac{u_s}{s} \frac{\partial \mathbf{B}_r}{\partial \phi}
\]

where the radius in cylindrical coordinates is linked to the radius in a spherical coordinate system by the relation \( s = r \sin \delta \), (e.g., Canet et al., 2009).

We assume that the mantle is electrically insulating, thus the vector fields \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \mathbf{b} \) are both related to scalar potential fields, \( V \) and \( v \) respectively, that can be expressed as sums of spherical harmonics and Gauss coefficients such that, for example, the radial
component of the steady background magnetic field at the CMB \((r = c)\) is

\[
B_r = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{V}}{\partial t} = \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} \left( l + 1 \right) \left( \frac{a}{c} \right)^{l+2} \left[ g_m^l \cos m\phi + h_m^l \sin m\phi \right] P_l^m (\cos \theta),
\]

(5)

where \(a\) is the radius of the Earth, \(P_l^m (\cos \theta)\) is the associated Legendre function in \(\cos \theta\) of degree \(l\) and order \(m\) and \(g_m^l\) and \(h_m^l\) are the Gauss coefficients. These are usually denoted using lower case \(g_m^l\) and \(h_m^l\), but we use upper case letters here to avoid confusion with the expansion of \(b\) below, which uses a different set of Gauss coefficients denoted \(g_m^l\) and \(h_m^l\). Using a similar expansion for the perturbation to the main field gives an expression for the temporal derivative of \(b\) at the CMB

\[
\frac{\partial b_r}{\partial t} = \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} \left( l + 1 \right) \left( \frac{a}{c} \right)^{l+2} \left[ g_m^l \cos m\phi + h_m^l \sin m\phi \right] P_l^m (\cos \theta),
\]

(6)

where \(g_m^l\) and \(h_m^l\) are the Gauss coefficients associated with \(b\).

Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into (4), multiplying by \(P_l^m (\cos \theta) \cos m\phi\), integrating over the CMB (a spherical surface) and using the orthogonality properties of the Schmidt normalised spherical harmonics gives

\[
\frac{4\pi l}{2l+1} \left( l + 1 \right) \left( \frac{a}{c} \right)^{l+2} g_l^l = -\int_0^\infty \int_0^{\pi} \frac{u_\phi \pi}{r \sin \theta} \sum_{m=-l}^{l} (l + 1) \left( \frac{a}{c} \right)^{l+2} H_m^l P_l^m (\cos \theta) \right] m P_l^m (\cos \theta) \sin \phi \frac{d\phi}{d\theta}.
\]

(7)

This contains only one quantity, \(u_\phi\), that is not defined on a spherical surface, which is given as a function of cylindrical radius \(s\) in the previously presented 1-D forward wave models. These velocities \(u_\phi (s)\) are mapped onto a grid in \(\theta\) and \(\phi\) by assuming that the velocity may be represented as a linear sum of zonal spherical harmonics \((m = 0)\) such that

\[
u_\phi (s) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} a_k P_k^0 (\cos \theta),
\]

(8)

where \(a_k\) is the contribution of a particular mode \(k\). Orthogonality properties are then used to derive an expression for each coefficient \(a_k\) up to the maximum number of modes used in the projection, which is chosen to give a converged solution and is typically set at 100 modes. For each order \(m\), we then calculate the sum in square brackets at each \(\theta\) node

\[
g_l^m = -\frac{2l + 1}{4a(l + 1)} \left( \frac{a}{c} \right)^{l+2} \int_0^{\pi} \frac{u_\phi \pi}{r \sin \theta} \sum_{m'=-l}^{l} (l + 1) \left( \frac{a}{c} \right)^{l+2} H_m^{l'} P_{m'}^m (\cos \theta) \right] P_l^m (\cos \theta) \sin \phi \frac{d\phi}{d\theta}.
\]

(9)

and use Gauss-Legendre quadrature to evaluate the integral and obtain the \(g_l^m\). A similar expression for the \(h_l^m\) coefficients is obtained by multiplying the induction equation by \(P_l^m (\cos \theta) \sin m\phi\) rather than \(P_l^m (\cos \theta) \cos m\phi\).

The background magnetic field \(b\) is specified up to spherical harmonic degree 14, which is the maximum degree to which the internally generated field is robustly determined in field models. The Gauss nodes and weights were computed using the eigenvalue method of Golub and Welsch (1969) and, in all models, sufficient nodes were used to ensure convergence of the projection of \(u_\phi (s)\) onto spherical harmonics. Convergence of the velocity expansion was ensured by calculating the spatial power spectra and comparing the power contained at low and high spherical harmonic degrees at different times during wave propagation. Similarly, spatial power spectra were used to compare the magnitudes of the Gauss coefficients of the calculated wave-induced \(SV\) and determine the resolution required for the calculation of \(b\). The power spectrum of \(b\) was calculated at different times throughout the wave evolution in order to ensure that the resolution required for the \(SV\) induced by the initial profile is sufficient to resolve the \(SV\) induced by the waves at any time in the model. Typical convergence requires \(b\) to calculated at 30 modes.

2.1. Background magnetic fields

The production of synthetic data relies upon zonal velocities obtained from our torsional wave forward models and upon a background magnetic field defined by Gauss coefficients \((g_m^l\) and \(h_m^l\) in the previous section) obtained from a field model. The choice of background field will obviously influence the wave-induced \(SV\) (see Eq. (4) and Bloxham et al. (2002)), so we investigated the effects of different field models, and of using a snapshot of the observed field as opposed to a time-averaged field. As torsional waves are thought to occur on decadal timescales, and have been associated with 6 year signals in \(\Delta LOD\) and \(SV\) (Gillett et al., 2010), and with geomagnetic jerks (Bloxham et al., 2002), this work only considers magnetic field models with high spatial and temporal resolution. High spatial resolution permits investigation of small-length scale features, and high temporal resolution is required because we consider the effects of using a single snapshot of the field versus a time-averaged field. Two magnetic field models were chosen as the starting point for the steady background field required for torsional wave-induced \(SV\); CHAOS-4 by Olsen et al. (2014) and COV-OBS by Gillett et al. (2013). The CHAOS-4 model covers the period 1997–2013 and is constrained by Ørsted, CHAMP and SAC-C satellite data, augmented by monthly mean values from observatories. The COV-OBS family of models, spanning the period 1840–2010, takes a stochastic approach that uses time covariance functions to integrate some prior information on the time evolution of the geomagnetic field.

Despite the fundamental differences in model construction between the CHAOS-4 and COV-OBS models, the resulting magnetic fields look very similar when evaluated using Gauss coefficients from each model for the same time interval. Indeed, when the radial magnetic field, \(B_r\), is constructed at the CMB for the same time, the maximum amplitude of the difference between the two fields is approximately 7% of the total field strength. This led to the conclusion that there is no reason to prefer one model over the other when looking at single snapshots of the geomagnetic field. In terms of temporal variations, the background magnetic field is considered constant over the timescales of torsional wave evolution in our models. A consideration is whether a single snapshot of the field at a particular time is consistent with waves on decadal timescales; the field snapshot may actually contain features that are caused by torsional waves. In order to assess whether a snapshot or a time-averaged field should be used in the calculations, we compared the radial magnetic field at the CMB according to COV-OBS in three cases: a snapshot in 2010, a 50 year time-average (1960–2010), and a 130 year time-average (1840–2010). The three fields are very similar in both spatial structure and in amplitude, with only a few small length scale features vanishing from the 130 year average compared to the modern snapshot, see Fig. 2. Rather than small-scale features being absent from the field prior to 1960, it is likely that observational limitations and spatial coverage at the time were not sufficient to resolve them. From this, it seems that the choice between the two field
models, and between a snapshot of the radial field at the CMB and a time-averaged field, is unlikely to greatly influence the results. Therefore, we chose the 2010 radial field according to COV-OBS for our synthetic data production, anticipating that changes in the field over the wave model period, such as the westward drift and the relatively recent appearance of small length-scale features, would result in only minor changes to the wave-induced SV. As observationally-constrained field models describe the geomagnetic field above the core surface, and only up to degree 14 (e.g., Gillet et al. (2010)), such models provide no constraint on the profile of $B_z$ inside the core. Therefore, whilst there is no inconsistency between the $B_z$ profiles used in the forward models and the COV-OBS background magnetic field used for wave-induced SV calculations, the lack of observational constraints on the internal field is an inherent limitation of our forward models.

3. Results

3.1. SV patterns: bulk rotation of core fluid

As Bloxham et al. (2002) noted in the first paper linking geomagnetic jerks to torsional oscillations, local magnetic field morphology dictates whether a particular location is sensitive to zonal core flow. This is an important point because some jerks are observed globally, while others are seen on regional scales, which has previously hindered identification of a common physical origin for these events. For a bulk rotation of the core fluid with respect to the mantle (constant $\omega_k$), the SV obtained can be predicted from Eq. (4); differentiating the background $B_r$ (from the field model) with respect to $\phi$ and multiplying by $-\omega_k$ (angular velocity, $\omega_k = u_\phi / s$) shows the pattern of SV that is expected to arise when all of the fluid in the core is perturbed equally, shown in Fig. 3a. This sensitivity test distinguishes between regions where the field at the CMB is sensitive to zonal core flow, and those unaffected by it. The red and blue regions show where zonal flow induces a signal in the SV, whilst the white areas indicate regions that are not sensitive to zonal flow because there are no azimuthal gradients in the radial field at that location. An interesting point is that the pattern is also very similar to the observed SV at the same time (see Fig. 3b), particularly in the equatorial Atlantic region,
which implies that much of the observed SV can be accounted for by a general zonal core flow. A westward bulk rotation of \( \sim 0.3 \, \text{km/yr} \) was needed to match the amplitudes of the observed SV, which corresponds to core flows of approximately 18 km/yr at the equator. The observed westward drift of the historical geomagnetic field at a rate of approximately 0.2 km/yr has long been associated with a general westward flow at the top of the core (Bullard et al., 1950; Jackson, 1997; Jault et al., 1988; Dumberry and Finlay, 2007).

3.2. Synthetic SV time series: ‘fast’ torsional waves

As previously discussed, the torsional wave velocities \( u_\theta \) must be scaled by an appropriate amplitude in order to produce time series and maps of torsional wave-induced SV; recall that the torsional wave equation has no intrinsic scale. Having chosen the internal magnetic field amplitude to give a core transit time of approximately 6 years in order to be consistent with the results of Gillet et al. (2010); Gillet et al. (2015), we chose to scale our fast torsional waves to match their amplitude as well. The torsional waves in that study had maximum amplitudes of approximately 0.4 km/yr. When this amplitude is used, the resulting SV is relatively small; the amplitudes of \( \Delta x \) and \( \Delta y \), the northwards and eastwards components respectively, are generally less than \( \pm 20 \, \text{nT/yr} \) at the CMB and the radial component, \( \Delta z \), is a factor of 2–3 larger. Fig. 4 shows the SV induced by the torsional waves of the forward model in the full sphere model of CLM.

The single pulse of the initial profile in Fig. 4a, which is placed at the midpoint of the core radius \( (s = c/2) \), manifests as two bands of SV at mid to high-latitudes. The location of these bands is equatorially symmetric due to the symmetry of the columnar flow comprising torsional waves, but the bands themselves are not equatorially symmetric because the local magnetic field morphology differs in the northern and southern hemispheres. The locations of the lines of zero wave-induced SV match those in Fig. 3a, which describe where the background magnetic field has no longitudinal variations and these differ in each hemisphere. After 1 year, the wave has split into two smaller pulses that begin to move away from the initial pulse position \( (s = c/2) \), see Fig. 4b. The two velocity pulses now manifest as four bands of SV, two at slightly lower latitudes than before and two at slightly higher latitudes than the initial bands. Fig. 4c shows the wave profile after 2 years when one pulse has moved towards the rotation axis and the other towards the equator of the CMB. Due to the geometry of torsional waves, the pulse near the rotation axis perturbs the magnetic field in the polar regions and the pulse near the equator of the CMB perturbs the field in equatorial regions. Fig. 4d shows the wave profile at 3 years, during the first reflections and phase shifts of the pulses. The strong SV in the equatorial region is due to the waves being high amplitude during the reflection at the stress-free boundary. The band is wider than in the previous figures because the wave is no longer a distinct pulse at the equator; at least the outermost 500 km of the core fluid is perturbed. The wave pulse near the rotation axis is smaller than before the phase shift and of the opposite polarity, which explains the sign reversal of the SV and lower amplitude signal. The SV signals are seen across the whole core surface as the wave becomes dispersed and the energy spreads.

Fig. 4. Maps of the radial component of the SV induced by torsional waves with a 6 yr core transit time and an initial wave pulse amplitude of 0.4 km/yr. The maps are shown at 1 yr intervals, starting from the initial profile at \( t = 0 \, \text{yr} \) in (a) and ending at \( t = 5 \, \text{yr} \) in (f). The SV is evaluated at the CMB and the colour scale is from \( -150 \, \text{nT/yr} \) to 150 nT/yr. The torsional wave profile is shown on the right, with cylindrical radius (km) on the horizontal axis and zonal velocity (km/yr) on the vertical axis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
through the domain, see Fig. 4e and f for the wave profiles and corresponding SV signals after 4 and 5 years respectively. The lines of zero wave-induced SV arise from two effects; first, the background field has no longitudinal variations in some locations and second, the velocity profile crosses $\nu_0 = 0$ at several radii throughout the core, which results in no induced SV along certain bands of latitude.

As the dynamics of the waves in the forward models presented in CLM were very similar, we shall focus on the full sphere model in this paper; the effects of changing geometry to that of a spherical shell or adding a spatially varying $R^s g$ profile would result in only minor differences in the SV maps. In CLM, we also considered the effect of wavelength on torsional wave propagation, finding that long wavelength features are more dispersive than short wavelength features, though the general dynamics of the modelled waves were very similar for all wavelengths. Increasing the wavelength of the initial pulse, by increasing the value of $\sigma$ in (2), results in wider bands of SV because the wave occupies more of the core and perturbs a larger portion of the ambient magnetic field. Conversely, narrower initial pulses than that shown in Fig. 4a occupy less of the core and therefore perturb less of the magnetic field, resulting in narrower bands of SV. The amplitude of the SV is unchanged by varying the wavelength because it is determined only by the amplitude of the torsional wave.

Having examined the general structure of SV induced by torsional waves travelling through the core, it is now of interest to investigate the signals that would be observed at particular locations throughout wave evolution. Fig. 5 shows the locations of the 24 magnetic observatories at which synthetic SV time series were produced. These observatories are a sample of the total number of observatories worldwide and were chosen to give good global coverage. We first calculate the wave-induced SV at the CMB, using the real observatory latitudes and longitudes.

As previously discussed, all of the observatories record different SV signals, but all share two common traits: first, the amplitudes are quite small and second, the timescales are very short. Also, the predicted signals show some periodicity because the waves travel beneath the same location approximately every six years.

For example, Fig. 6a shows the signal predicted at the Bangui observatory in the Central African Republic, at CMB radius. At this station, the SV signals are relatively large compared to other stations, approximately 200 nT/yr, and vary on timescales of 6 yr due to the torsional wave periodicity imposed by the magnetic field strength. Fig. 6b shows that very little SV is predicted at the Eskdalemuir observatory in Scotland and Fig. 6c shows that the signal predicted at Niemegk in Germany also varies on the same timescale and reaches approximately half the amplitude as at Bangui. One of the objectives of this work was to investigate whether the torsional waves in our forward models produce signals that resemble geomagnetic jerks.

Of course, we do not observe jerks at the CMB, but at observatories on Earth’s surface and via satellite observations. The syn-

![Fig. 5. The locations of the 24 magnetic observatories at which synthetic time series of wave-induced SV will be produced.](image-url)
thetic SV time series were upward continued, using spherical harmonic coefficients, to the Earth’s surface (taken as 6371 km) in order to permit comparison with magnetic data, see Fig. 7. Note rapid timescales of the signals and very small amplitudes (<3 nT/yr) compared to the typical magnitudes of observed SV (a few tens of nanotesla at Earth’s surface, (Matzka et al., 2010) and Fig. 8), and the maximum amplitudes of SV predicted by observationally-constrained field models (approximately 200 nT/yr, see, among others, the guf1 (Jackson et al., 2000), COV-OBS (Gillet et al., 2013) and CHAOS-4 (Olsen et al., 2014) models).

We applied the jerk detection method of (Brown et al., 2013), based on the method of Pinheiro et al. (2011), to the synthetic time series evaluated at Earth’s surface. It identifies jerks by applying a two-part linear regression to a sliding window of a single component of observatory SV data and generating a probability density function (PDF) of the ‘likeliness’ of potential jerk occurrence times. A potential jerk occurrence is considered at each time step as the linear regression is iterated across the window of data, and the misfit of the regression to the data is used to build the PDF. The summation of the resulting overlapping probability functions is then normalised to an integral of 1, so as to produce a continuous PDF for the entire series of data under consideration. The modified method uses the same procedure for estimating time uncertainties as described in Pinheiro et al. (2011), but Brown et al. (2013) introduced a threshold probability above which an event may be considered ‘significantly likely’ compared to the background level of ‘likeliness’ that arises from the misfit of the regression to the variability in the data. Brown et al. (2013) also require a minimum jerk amplitude below which an event is not considered significant compared to the background noise level of the data.

For consistency, we used the same parameters on the synthetics as Brown et al. (2013) used on the real magnetic data for the period 1958–2008. These parameters include a PDF threshold cut-off (taken as 0.2 in Brown et al. (2013), based on trade-off curve of

![Fig. 7. Time series of the z component of the SV induced at Earth’s surface by torsional waves with a 6 yr core transit time and an initial pulse amplitude of 0.4 km/yr at (top) Bangui, (middle) Eskdalemuir and (bottom) Niemegk.](image1)

![Fig. 8. Time series of the z component of the SV observed at Earth’s surface during the period 1960–2010 at (top) Bangui, (middle) Eskdalemuir and (bottom) Niemegk.](image2)
Fig. 9. The top panel of these figures shows a time series of a single component of the SV signal (in nT/yr) at (a) Ascension Island, (b) Guam, (c) Huancayo and (d) San Juan throughout the 20 years of the torsional wave forward model. The observatory name and window length are displayed at the top of each subfigure, and identified jerk events are shown as a red ‘V’ shape fitted to the SV series. The bottom panel shows the calculated PDF from the two-part linear regression, with the chosen threshold cut-off value of 0.2 shown as a green line. The positive and negative errors on the PDF are filled in underneath the PDF curve in red and black, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
the number of jerks detected versus the probability cut-off threshold above which peaks in probability are considered jerks), a minimum jerk amplitude (3 nT/yr$^2$) and the window length for the linear regression. Four different window lengths (5, 10, 15 and 20 yr) were applied to each individual component of the SV time series, and a two-part linear regression was fitted to the series at every potential jerk occurrence time (taken at intervals of 0.001 yr so as to be smaller than the monthly (0.08 yr) synthetic

Fig. 10. Contour plot of the velocity $u_\theta$ of torsional waves in a full sphere, with time on the horizontal axis and cylindrical radius on the vertical axis. Red corresponds to positive velocity and blue corresponds to negative velocity. The colour scale is from $-6$ km/yr to 6 km/yr; the initial wave pulse had an amplitude of 4 km/yr and the waves have a 60 yr core transit time. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Maps of the $x$ component of the SV induced by torsional waves with a 60 yr core transit time and an initial wave pulse amplitude of 4 km/yr. The maps are shown at 10 yr intervals, starting from the initial profile at $t = 0$ yr in (a) and ending at $t = 50$ yr in (f). The SV is evaluated at the Earth’s surface and the colour scale is from $-10$ nT/yr to $10$ nT/yr. The torsional wave profile is shown on the right, with cylindrical radius (km) on the horizontal axis and zonal velocity (km/yr) on the vertical axis. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
data sampling). No synthetic jerks were identified in our modelled SV with these parameters, in particular, the window lengths were much too long for the inherent timescales of the modelled signals. Jerks in real SV data generally consist of two linear segments of data that are several years (or decades) long, with the jerk event being the very rapid (<1 yr) change from one gradient to the other. In the synthetics, the SV does change slope very rapidly in many of the time series but these changes do not separate long periods of SV of constant slope; the rapid changes are bracketed by linear SV segments of only a few months and, often, two rapid changes occur in quick succession due to the wave passing beneath a particular location and then changing direction, after reflection for example, and passing beneath the same point again shortly afterwards (Fig. 7). In order to identify jerk-like signals in the synthetics evaluated at Earth’s surface, the jerk algorithm required very short sliding windows (<2 yr) and the signals identified were the very rapid ‘wiggles’ described above.

Fig. 9 shows some results of applying the jerk algorithm to the SV predicted by fast torsional waves at four different observatories. These observatories were Ascension Island (ASC1), Guam (GUA2), Huancayo, Peru (HUA2) and San Juan, Puerto Rico (SJG2). The top panel of the jerk results figures shows a time series of a single component of the SV signal (in nT/yr) at a particular observatory throughout the 20 years of the torsional wave forward model. The observatory name and the window length are displayed at the top of each figure, and any identified jerk events are shown as a red ‘V’ shape fitted to the synthetic SV series. The bottom panel shows the calculated PDF from the two-part linear regression, with the chosen threshold cut-off value shown as a green line. Assuming Gaussian error distributions about the peaks in likeliness, estimates of the uncertainties in the occurrence times and in jerk amplitudes were calculated; the positive and negative uncertainties on the PDF are filled in underneath the PDF curve in red and black respectively. As described by Brown et al. (2013), the PDF values are normalised to a value of one across the entire window to account for any jerk events being identified in several windows during the sliding regression. Note that for narrow PDF curves, the values of the PDF are high (>1) because the algorithm normalises the area of a spike. Using the wave amplitude and timescales of Gillet et al. (2010), we must conclude that our ‘fast’ torsional waves do not produce jerk-like signals because the timescales of the synthetic SV are much too rapid and the signals are too small at Earth’s surface (the largest are less than 3 nT/yr). In addition to being smaller than the observed SV at many observatories (Fig. 8), it is unclear whether the modelled signals, typically 1–2 nT/yr, could be resolved in geomagnetic data (SV observatory data are generally accurate to 0.5–2 nT/yr (Reda et al., 2011)).

3.3. Synthetic SV time series: ‘slow’ torsional waves

The waves described in the previous section propagated much faster than previous studies and of relatively small amplitude, which raises the question of whether matching torsional waves in other studies might yield results that bear more resemblance to real SV data. Based on previously determined torsional oscillation periods (discussed in Section 1), a forward model of torsional waves with a revised core transit time and wave amplitude was run, Fig. 10. The amplitude of the initial wave pulse was set to

Fig. 12. As for Fig. 11, but for the y component. The colour scale is from −20 nT/yr to 20 nT/yr. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
4 km/yr, for consistency with previously determined torsional wave amplitudes (e.g., Zatman and Bloxham (1997)) and the core transit time was 60 yr. Having rescaled our torsional wave timescales and amplitudes, by increasing the amplitude term in Eq. (2) and decreasing the magnitude of \( f_B^2 s^g \), we produced synthetic time series of the induced SV at the previously discussed observatories. The spatial SV patterns at the CMB are the same as discussed in the previous section, but the temporal scales are now elongated compared to the previous model. As seen in Fig. 4, much of the wave-induced SV is small length scale at the CMB. At Earth’s surface, the small length scale features of the induced SV have been attenuated during the upward continuation and the majority of the SV is of degree \( l < 5 \). This filtering out of small length scales would be increased in the case of the mantle containing any electrically conducting matter. This screening by conductive material is an effect that is typically neglected in models (though see Pinheiro and Jackson (2008) for a study relating mantle electrical conductivity and jerk differential time delays), but the presence of such material is thought likely for parts of Earth’s lower mantle (e.g., Shankland et al. (1993)).

Maps of the \( x \), \( y \) and \( z \) components of the torsional wave-induced SV at six different times during the first core transit time are shown in Figs. 11–13.

The magnitudes of the synthetic SV are an order of magnitude larger than in the previous ‘fast’ waves model, due to the increased torsional wave amplitude, and all three components are large enough to be resolved in observations (see Figs. 1 and 8, the amplitude of the observed SV at the Earth’s surface (~200 nT/yr) and Wardinski and Holme (2011) and Brown et al. (2013)).

The jerk detection method identified several jerk events at Earth’s surface, Fig. 15a. As discussed for the fast transit time waves, the signals retain some periodicity due to waves travelling beneath some locations at set intervals. This periodicity results in several successive jerks being observed at some observatories, but there is only weak evidence for such periodic jerks in real magnetic data (Brown et al., 2013). In general, the identified jerk events occurred in single components of the SV and were localised to small regions. Since the torsional waves perturb the ambient magnetic field in two equatorially symmetric bands of latitude, the waves do not generally produce signals that are observed everywhere at the same time, though more observatories see signals simultaneously towards the end of the wave model because the wave energy has dispersed through the domain. However, these signals tend to be low amplitude and smoothly varying. At \( t = 30 \) yr, an SV signal is predicted in all three components at most observatories due to the high torsional wave amplitudes during reflection from the stress-free CMB (see Figs. 11d, 12d and 13d). Note that many of the signals identified by the jerk algorithm occur around the reflection time (see Fig. 14 for a few examples and the red box in Fig. 15a). Such large-scale, contemporaneous SV signals are consistent with, for example, the global jerk event observed in 1969 (Courtillot et al., 1978; Malin et al., 1983; Whaler, 1987).
Fig. 14. As for Fig. 9, but for the slow transit time torsional waves shown in Fig. 10.
4. Discussion and conclusions

We have used the induction equation under the frozen flux assumption and velocities from torsional wave forward models to produce synthetic maps and time series of wave-induced SV. The required background fields were taken from the COV-OBS model of Gillet et al. (2013), though using different field models and/or time-averaged fields gave equivalent results. We conducted a sensitivity test of the magnetic field to a bulk rotation of the core fluid, finding that global zonal core flows produce SV signals that strongly depend on the local magnetic field morphology and in particular, on the field’s longitudinal variations. As Bloxham et al. (2002) noted, the local effects of field structure may explain why some jerk events are only observed on regional scales and implies that small length scale core flow need not necessarily be the cause of regional SV signals. However, some geomagnetic jerks, such as the event in 1969, were observed at a global scale (Courtillot et al., 1978; Malin et al., 1983; Whaler, 1987), but not all parts of Earth’s magnetic field are sensitive to zonal core flows at any particular time. Since torsional waves (or other zonal flow) do not generally produce global contemporaneous SV signals (though see the above discussion of the SV signal during wave reflection at the
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We set out to investigate whether the torsional waves in our
forward models can produce SV signals that resemble geomagnetic
jerks. Several studies have linked the origin of jerks to torsional oscillations and/or toroidal core flows (e.g., Waddington et al., 1995; Bloxham et al., 2002; Olsen and Mandea, 2008; Wardinski et al., 2008; Silva and Hulot, 2012). We considered two different scaling for torsional waves: ‘fast’, low amplitude waves and ‘slow’, high amplitude waves. When the wave amplitudes and timescales are chosen to match a recent study of the 6 yr signal in aLOD by Gillet et al. (2010), the resulting SV signals were very small (<3 nT/yr at Earth’s surface). The timescales of the induced SV signals are very short, due to the 6 yr core transit time, and are consequently too rapid to be considered as jerks. However, torsional oscillations have most often been linked to decadal signals in geophysical data with higher amplitudes (e.g., Braginsky, 1970; Zatman and Bloxham, 1997, 1999; Hide et al., 2000; Roberts et al., 2007; Dickey and de Viron, 2009), and so we recalculated the SV signals induced by slow torsional waves with a 60 yr core transit time and an increased amplitude of 4 km/yr.

We applied the jerk detection method of Brown et al. (2013) to the synthetic SV series evaluated at Earth’s surface, using the same parameters as they used on real magnetic data. Various signals were identified as jerks in the synthetic data, though they do not appear to resemble SV signals that have traditionally been identified as jerks. At all observatories, the SV signals are smoothly-varying and do not resemble the sharp ‘V’ shape that is usually associated with geomagnetic jerks. However, despite the prevalence of this definition, not all authors agree that jerks should be defined as sharp changes in SV (e.g., Aldredge, 1984, 1985). Demetrescu and Dobrica (2005, 2014) decomposed the geomagnetic field variation into its multidecadal ingredients, which include a ‘steady variation’ and three quasi-periodic signals of ~11 yr, ~22 yr and ~80 yr. They found that jerks arise from the combination of the internal 22 yr and 80 yr signals, which is consistent with several other authors who favour an internal origin for jerks (e.g., Malin and Hodder, 1982). Demetrescu and Dobrica (2014) further proposed that since jerks are caused by smoothly-varying periodic signals, they are not inherently sharp SV signals and that contamination by the external 11 yr signal causes the often reported ‘V’ shape on very short timescales, and also influences the amplitude and timing of the jerk. The smoothly varying SV signals induced by our torsional waves seem to be more consistent with the results of Demetrescu and Dobrica (2005, 2014) than other studies requiring sharp SV variations.

Many of the signals in our models are only identified in a single component of the field, and several jerks often occur in quick succession due to the periodic propagation of waves under particular locations. Despite attempts by Brown et al. (2013), such periodicities have not been identified in jerk occurrences in observatory data. The timings of real jerk occurrences may be linked to sudden changes in time rate of changes in length-of-day (LOD) (e.g., Holme and de Viron, 2013; Olsen and Mandeza, 2007; Mandeza et al., 2010), to changes in the phase of the Chandler wobble (e.g., Bellanger et al., 2001, 2002; Gibert and Le Mouél, 2008) and to changes in the phase of the free core rotation (Shirai et al., 2005; Malkin, 2013). These correlations suggest a common underlying physical phenomenon that involves both core flow and angular momentum exchanges with the mantle, such as torsional waves. If torsional waves in the core are related to geomagnetic jerks, it could be that the waves are generated in one region of the core, the tangent cylinder for example (Livermore and Hollerbach, 2012; Teed et al., 2015), and are damped out in another region so that the waves do not reflect from the core boundaries (Schaeffer et al., 2012). If the base of the lower mantle were electrically conducting, the waves would likely be rapidly attenuated at the top of the core (e.g., Dumberry and Mound (2008)) and so would be unable to produce the periodic signals seen in our forward models. Despite several suggestions, the excitation mechanism of torsional waves in the core has not yet been confirmed. The waves could be continuously generated, periodically generated or irregularly generated, depending on the physical processes that excite them, and each of these scenarios would result in very different SV signals. In any case, our models of geomagnetic jerks favour ‘slow’ torsional waves, with core transit times of several decades so that jerk signals punctuate long time series of steady SV, and with amplitudes of at least 4 km/yr so as to produce signals on a similar scale to those recorded at magnetic observatories.
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